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Abstract. The open-source instruction set architecture RISC-V has developed
rapidly in recent years, and its combination mode of multiple sub-instruction sets
has attracted the attention of IoT vendors. However, research on the IoT scenario
inference framework based on the RISC-V architecture is rare. Popular
frameworks such as MXNet, TensorFlow, and Caffe are based on the X86 and
ARM architectures, and they are not optimized for the IoT scenarios. We propose
RVTensor that a light-weight neural network inference framework based on the
RISC-V architecture. RVTensor is based on the SERVE.r platform and is
optimized for resource-poor scenarios. Our experiments demonstrate that the
accuracy of RVTensor and the Keras is the same.
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Introduction

This paper is for 2019 BenchCouncil International Artificial Intelligence System
Challenges. The Challenges has four tracks: International AI System Challenge based
on RISC-V(we participate in this), International AI System Challenge based on
Cambricon Chip[1][2], International AI System Challenge based on X86 Platform
[3][4][5], International 3D Face Recognition Algorithm Challenge[6][7].
The RISC-V instruction set architecture[8] consists of a basic instruction set and
multiple extended instruction sets, which is more flexible than the X86 and ARM
architectures. The flexible combination mode of the RISC-V architecture is suitable for
the IoT domain with various requirements. The IoT vendors can personally combine and
customize the instruction set according to the specific scenarios, so the RISC-V
architecture has a good application prospect in the IoT field.
Few deep learning inference frameworks support the RISC-V architecture.
TensorFlow[9], MXNet[10], Caffe[11], and PaddlePaddle[12] are based on the X86 and
GPU architectures, lacking support for RISC-V architectures, and these frameworks
often run on resource-rich servers and have few optimizations for the IoT domain.
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We propose a deep learning inference framework RVTensor that is optimized for
resource-poor application scenarios based on the RISC-V architecture. It has few thirdparty dependent libraries, small memory requirements, and small executable files. We
have evaluated RVTensor by the resnet20 model, and find that the accuracy of its results
is the same as the Keras[13].
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Overall architecture

The overview of RVTensor architecture is shown in Fig.1, it consists of four parts:
model analysis, op operators, construction calculation graph, and execution calculation
graph.

Fig.1. Overview of RVTensor architecture

Model analysis. It mainly parses model files such as .pb, and extracts information
such as operator operations and weight data.
Op operators. It mainly includes the implementation of each operator, including
conv, add, active, pooling, fc [14] and other operations. These operators are the basic
computing unit of the neural network execution.
Construction the calculation graph. It builds a calculation graph based on the model
analysis and the op operator modules. In the calculation graph, the order between the
operators, the dependencies between the weights and the operators are clarified.
Execution the calculation graph. It obtains the inference results based on the input
data (such as image data) and the calculation graph.
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Optimization skills

RVTensor is optimized for resource-poor scenarios by reducing dependencies on thirdparty libraries and increasing memory utilization. To reduce the dependence on thirdparty libraries, we propose many light-weight API interfaces, e.g., we re-implement
thread function APIs. To improve memory utilization, we reuse the memory.
Re-implement thread API. Pthread [15] is a popular open-source thread library, which
provides APIs such as thread creation, thread waiting, thread exit, thread lock. However,
RVTensor mainly involves two thread functions: thread creation and thread waiting,
most functions in the Pthread library are not involved. Therefore the Pthread is quite
heavy for RVTensor, and we re-implemented the involved functions based on the RISCV architecture instead of using the Pthread. The way we implement the functions is
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shown in Figure 2. We propose the thread creation interface in thread.c. First, we
allocate the stack memory for the new thread and then invoke the clone function to
create the thread. The clone function is implemented in the clone.c file. In the clone.c,
we first parse the parameters and then call the interface in the clone.s to create threads
based on the parameters. The clone.s is an assembly file that wraps the sys_clone system
call to really create the thread. Compared to the Pthread, the new thread API is more
lightweight and more suitable for IoT scenarios.

Fig. 2. Thread function call procedure

Memory reuse. The hardware of the IoT scenario generally has a small memory
capacity. If the memory optimization is lacking, the inference system is prone to have
OOM errors[16]. We propose a memory reuse strategy to save the memory. The classic
segment of the calculation graph is shown in Figure 3(a), the memory space for the
current opi operator is necessary, and the space for the opi-1 and opi+1 do not need to be
allocated immediately. So we create a global memory block for the current op operator
to reuse.

(a) segment of the calculation graph

(b) two sub-branches in the calculation graph

Fig. 3. Execution branch of the calculation graph

The memory space Mop required for the op operator is calculated as follows:
n

M op   ( M ii  M ik  M ib )  M o

(1)

i 0

Where Mii represents the size of the i-th input data, Mik represents the kernel size of the
i-th input data, Mib represents the bias size of the i-th input data, and Mo represents the
output size of the op operator.
The global memory block Mpool shared by each operator is calculated as follows:
M pool  max(M op1 , M op 2 ,......M opn )

(2)
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If the graph has multiple branches in a stage, as shown in Fig3(b), we treat the subbranches as a atomic operation, take the sum of the Mop_i of each sub-branch as the Mop_br
that represents the memory space needed in this stage, as shown in the following formula:
n

M op _ br   M op _ i

(3)

i 0

Where Mop_i represents the max Mop in the i-th sub-branch.
The memory reuse strategy saves memory space while reducing the number of
memory allocations.
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Evaluation

We evaluate RVTensor based on the SERVE.r platform[17], the test model is the
resnet20[18], and the data set is the cifar10[19], involving 10,000 images. Our
experiment refers to the benchmark for image classification in AIBench[20][21][22].
AIBench source code is publicly available from http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/ (Sign up to get access).
Accuracy. We use the Keras as the baseline. After analyzing the test results, the
accuracy of RVTensor on Top1 and Top5 is 77% and 98%, respectively, which is the
same as the Keras’. It should be noted that the Keras cannot be installed and run on the
SERVE.r platform due to the memory limitation, so its accurate evaluation is based on
the X86 platform.
Table 1. Accuracy based on the resnet20 model
Top1
Top5
RVTensor
77%
98%
Keras
77%
98%

Performance. The average time to process each image is 13.51 seconds.
Execution file size. The executable file size of RVTensor is 193KB.
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Future work

The performance of RVTensor is still low, and we will improve it in the following ways:
● Memory optimization. Due to the limited memory of the SERVE.r, there will be
memory swapping in and out, which will cause the time overhead of some op operators
to increase significantly and reduce the performance. We will try to solve this issue.
● Optimization for sparse convolution. The relu activation will result in an ample
number of zeros in the input data, these zeros occupy a large space and cause the
convolution operation to be inefficient. We will optimize the sparse convolution
operation.
● The V instruction set adaptation. We will try to re-implement the op operator based
on the V instruction set, improving the operator execution efficiency.
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● Model pruning. We will compress the model parameters through pruning
techniques to make them more suitable for IoT scenes.
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Summary

We propose a deep learning inference framework RVTensor for the IoT scenario
based on the RISC-V architecture. We reduce the dependency on third-party libraries by
implementing light-weight API interface, and save memory space during the op operator
calculation process through the memory reuse strategy. Our experiments demonstrate that
the accuracy of RVTensor and the Keras is the same, and RVTensor’s executable file is
quite small.
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